Results of aero-optical measurements of naturally occurring transitional structures-turbulent spots and secondmode wave packets-in a hypersonic laminar boundary layer are presented. Optical spectra of turbulent spots were similar to spectra for fully turbulent boundary layers, and the average thickness of the boundary layer during the turbulent spot was approximately 50% of the fully turbulent boundary layer. The convective speed of the leading edge of the spot was measured to be 0.95 of the freestream speed, whereas the trailing edge moves at 0.7 of the freestream speed. The dominant frequency of the wave packet structures was about 70 kHz, consistent with the theoretically predicted second-mode frequency; the average convective speed of the packets was measured to be 0.88 of the freestream speed. Using the frozen field hypothesis, the wave fronts were stitched together to reveal streamwise/ spanwise topology of the packets. The packets were found to be fairly narrow, about 2-3δ in the spanwise direction, extending for 30-60δ in the streamwise direction. 
T HE state of a hypersonic boundary layer-whether it is laminar, transitional, or turbulent-is an important factor in the design of hypersonic vehicles due to its effect on surface heating, skin friction, separation, aero-optical distortion, and other boundary-layer properties [1] . Thus, the boundary-layer state's aero-optical impact can be exploited as a means to study the boundary layer. In this experiment, a Shack-Hartmann wave front sensor (WFS), which nonintrusively measures density fluctuations, was used to investigate various transitional events, namely turbulent spots and second-mode instability waves, in a laminar hypersonic boundary layer at high Reynolds numbers.
Aero-optical effects [2, 3] are the result of the dependence of the index of refraction, n, on the density of a gas, ρ, via the Gladstone-Dale constant, K GD (which is approximately 2.27 × 10 −4 m 3 ∕kg in air for visible wavelengths of light), nx; y; z; t − 1 K GD ρx; y; z; t. Light passing through regions of unsteady turbulent flow is distorted by the spatially and temporally fluctuating density fields present along the optical path. The effect of turbulent density fluctuations on the propagation of light can be quantified by defining the optical path difference (OPD) as the average-removed integral of the index of refraction of a medium along the physical length traversed by a ray of light OPDx; y; t Z n 0 x; y; z; t dz K GD Z ρ 0 x; y; z; t dz where primes denote mean-removed fluctuations and z is the direction of beam propagation. The present work, which examines the relatively thick laminar boundary layer on a quiet-tunnel nozzle wall, most closely resembles cursory work by Juliano [4] and much deeper study by Casper et al. [5] and Casper [6] , which primarily used wall-mounted sensors. Other recent work on disturbance wave packets has primarily employed slender cone models, with thinner boundary layers and correspondingly higher frequencies than the nozzle wall studies. This work includes a spatial direct numerical simulation by Sivasubramanian and Fasel [7] , who excited wave packets on a sharp cone by introducing a localized pulse of velocity disturbances. Their flow parameters matched those of an experiment by Casper et al. [8] . Heitmann et al. [9] and Heitmann and Radespiel [10] conducted complementary experiments and simulations, wherein controlled disturbances were introduced into a cone's boundary layer by means of laser-generated plasma. Other studies [7, 9, 10] all found evidence of two-dimensional (2-D) second-mode waves at the center of the wave packet. The computational studies [7, 10] also revealed spherical acoustic waves, which were explained to be vestiges of the boundary-layer forcing.
Jewell et al. [11, 12] studied turbulent spots in a hypervelocity flow over a cone with fast-response thermocouples. Fiala et al. [13] used thin-film heat-flux gauges on a blunt cylinder to make similar measurements in a gun tunnel.
Whereas most prior experimental studies have used surfacemounted sensors, some have used optical techniques, which offer fast response times and are nonintrusive. Casper et al. [14, 15] and Laurence et al. [16] employed high-speed schlieren techniques to obtain side views of developing wave packets and turbulent spots. The WFS used in the current study provides a planform view of boundary-layer disturbances, thereby complementing the high-speed schlieren technique. Furthermore, the WFS offers several advantages over wall-mounted sensors. The interrogation region can be smaller than that of a typical pressure transducer and multiple optical sensors can be clustered more tightly than physical transducers. Additionally, the boundary-layer density fluctuation spectrum can be assessed simultaneously with the wall shear stress or unsteady pressure. One WFS can replace several individual transducers for the measurement of convective speeds and directions of density fluctuations, thus a priori knowledge of the disturbances to optimize sensor layout is avoided. Also, the nonintrusive nature of aero-optical measurements makes them very attractive to study transitional hypersonic boundary layers, which generally are very sensitive to any surface defects [17] .
Although the aero-optics of turbulent boundary layers has been extensively studied in recent years ( [2, 18] and references therein), including experimental measurements [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and numerical simulations [24] [25] [26] in high supersonic and hypersonic turbulent boundary layers, aero-optical measurements of transitional events in laminar boundary layers at high speeds are limited and many important questions about the details of the dynamics and topology of underlying structures remain unanswered. The highly spatially and temporally resolved optical data yielded by the Shack-Hartmann WFS can provide valuable quantification of the amplification and propagation of disturbances within a transitional boundary layer.
II. Experimental Setup
The data presented herein were collected in the Boeing/AFOSR Mach-6 Quiet Tunnel (BAM6QT) at Purdue University. Quiet wind tunnels are so named because of their comparatively low noise level, defined here as rms pitot-pressure fluctuations normalized by the mean pitot pressure. While running quietly, the noise level is less than 0.05%, and increases to about 3% when noisy [27] . Hypersonic wind tunnels achieve quiet flow by maintaining laminar nozzle-wall boundary layers [28] . The BAM6QT employs many features to this end (Fig. 1) . The valve in the bleed-slot suction plumbing can be set to open or remain closed during a run, permitting the user to control whether the nozzle-wall boundary layer is laminar (for quiet flow) or turbulent (noisy flow). A more comprehensive discussion of the components of the BAM6QT is contained in [4] .
The air is heated to a nominal stagnation temperature of 433 K, corresponding to a static temperature of 53 K when expanded to Mach 6. The freestream Mach number in the test section is 6.0 under quiet flow and varies slightly with stagnation pressure. Thicker, turbulent nozzle-wall boundary layers reduce the freestream Mach number to 5.8 when running with conventional noise levels.
The BAM6QT test section accommodates several interchangeable inserts [29] . For these tests, two windows with 4-cm viewable diameters were installed at an axial station 1.924 m from the nozzle throat in the forward ports of the 75 × 250 mm window inserts [30] , as shown in Fig. 1 .
Several runs with different stagnation pressures were performed ( Table 1 ). All runs were performed under the quiet tunnel regime. The initial T 0 was 433 K (160°C) for all runs. For the range of stagnation temperatures, the freestream speed was approximately 870 m∕s. Runs B2, B4, B6, and B8 contain two independent runs under the same conditions to increase the sampling time. Using laminar boundary-layer simulations, reported in [31] , for stagnation pressures between 50 and 150 psi, the laminar boundary thickness was extrapolated to be 5.6 mm for all runs. Reynolds number per unit length was 13.5 M∕m, giving Re δ 75;800.
All measurements were performed using a high-speed ShackHartmann WFS. This WFS is capable of measuring wave fronts with a spatial resolution up to 70 × 60 points with an absolute accuracy better than 0.01 μm and sampling rates up to 1 MHz. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The laser beam was expanded to 40 mm in diameter and passed perpendicularly through two flat windows mounted in the test section. When passed through the test section, the laser beam encountered two hypersonic boundary layers, one on each side of the test section. After reflecting from the return mirror, the beam traversed back to the optical table exactly the same way it came, the so-called double-pass experiment. In this arrangement, the beam travels through the region of interest twice, increasing the wave front amplitude by a factor of two. The returning beam was split off using a cube beam splitter, contracted to a 12.5 mm diameter using a contracting telescope, and finally sent to a Phantom v1611 high-speed digital camera. The camera had a 38 mm focal length, 70 × 60 lenslet array with 0.3 mm pitch attached to it. After passing through the lenslet array, the beam was split into subaperture beams and focused on the camera sensor, creating a series of dots. The distance between dots, projected to the window insert, defines the spatial resolution of the measured wave fronts, which was approximately 1 mm. To collect the wave fronts over the entire aperture with the spatial resolution of 37 subapertures in each direction, the sampling rate was reduced to 30,000 Hz in run B2. To achieve the high sampling rate of 1,000,000 fps, only a small, 128 × 16 pixel portion of the image, corresponding to a single line of 11 subapertures, was sampled for 4 s for runs A8 and A11 (Fig. 3) . Finally, wave fronts were collected at 531,645 Hz for runs B4 and B6 and at 250,000 for run B8 with proportionally reduced aperture sizes. As mentioned previously, the beam goes through two boundary layers, one on each side of the tunnel. It cannot distinguish in which boundary layer an individual event occurs. If the turbulent boundary layer is present over the entire circumference of the tunnel at the measurement station, the parts of the boundary layer over both window inserts can be assumed to be statistically the same and independent. In this case, the statistically averaged square of the wave front amplitude (and a power spectrum) is a sum of the statistically averaged squares of the wave front amplitudes (or power spectra) from two individual boundary layers [32] . Thus, the statistics of the single boundary layer can be extracted from statistics of the twoboundary-layer wave fronts. If a spatially localized dynamical structure is present over one of the windows, wave fronts provide spatiotemporal information about this structure regardless of on which side of the tunnel it is located. As will be shown later in this paper, these localized structures occur quite infrequently, so the probability of these structures being present simultaneously over both inserts is very small.
Simultaneously with aero-optical measurements, local heat transfer information was collected by a Senflex hot film sensor mounted at the bottom of on the nozzle wall 190 mm downstream of the beam location (see Fig. 1 ). It was controlled by a Bruhn-6 constant-temperature anemometer and sampled at 1000 kHz for the duration of each run. These sensors are uncalibrated and customarily used to verify qualitatively the condition of the nozzle-wall boundary layer (laminar, turbulent, or separated). A Kulite pressure transducer flush-mounted to the contraction inlet provided the stagnation pressure during the run. A Tektronix digital oscilloscope in Hi-Res mode was used to record the output voltages of the hot films and Kulite.
Several runs, including B8, were performed with the aperture center aligned with the centerline of both inserts. In this case, there was a minimized step between the flat windows and the contoured tunnel wall upstream of the measurement location. To study a possible effect of the upstream step on the boundary layer structure, the sampling area was shifted 10 mm in the spanwise direction for runs A8 and B6, so a small backward-facing step of approximately 0.4 mm, or 7% of the laminar boundary-layer thickness, was present upstream of the measurement location, potentially perturbing the boundary layer over the flat inserts. Finally, the sampling area had been shifted by 14 mm in the spanwise direction during run A11, so it was situated downstream of a larger backward-facing step of 0.8 mm, or 14% of the laminar boundary-layer thickness.
III. Data Analysis
For each run, temporal evolutions of the dots' centroids were extracted using in-house software and converted into time-series deflection angles for each subaperture beam. These measurements are essentially equivalent to measurements using a multibeam Malley probe [18, 21] . The deflection-angle time series was used to identify the transitional events using various pattern-recognition techniques, described next. The deflection angles are local gradients of the wave front, so they were used to reconstruct the spatial-temporal 2-D wave front sequences for the large apertures (runs B2, B4, and B6) using the Southwell method [33] . For these runs, instantaneous tip/tilt and piston modes were removed from each wave front. To eliminate the corrupting effect of the tunnel vibrations, a moving averaging filter with the duration of 0.2 ms was also applied to the wave front sequences.
To compute speeds of aero-optical distortions for runs A8, A11, B4, and B6, the deflection angles at different points over the aperture were cross-correlated at various time delays. Determining a local maximum in the correlation
gives measurements of the convective speed as a best-fit slope between Δx and τΔx. Here, angled brackets denote ensemble averaging over all possible pairs of points with the fixed streamwise separation Δx. For run B8, a similar technique was used, but this time, a correlation between two sequential frames was computed CΔx;Δt;T Z θx;TθxΔx;T Δtdx; maxC → Δx where Δt 1∕f samp is a time interval between two frames, and the convective speed at the given time T was computed as U C T Δx∕Δt. 
IV. Results
Analysis of previously collected aero-optical data [23] and unsteady surface pressures [5] in the BAM6QT had shown that the boundary layer is fully laminar for stagnation pressures below 140 psi. Above this pressure, the freestream Reynolds number becomes large enough to cause intermittent transitional events in the laminar boundary layer [5] . A representative example of deflectionangle time series is presented in Fig. 4a . For most of the time, the deflection angle exhibits only low-frequency, tunnel-vibrationrelated decaying oscillations, indicating that the boundary layer was laminar during the most of the run. However, at several instances, the time series exhibit intermittent, short-lived increases in the deflection angle amplitude. A close inspection of the time series revealed the presence of two types of the transitional events. The first one, shown in Fig. 4b , indicated the presence of a brief turbulent spot. The second one, shown in Fig. 4c , appeared to be an even-shorter-lived narrowband wave packet event, which is suspected to be a transitional second-mode-instability wave packet.
A. Turbulent Spots
Turbulent spots, or bursts, are characterized by broad-spectrum fluctuations typical of a turbulent boundary layer (Fig. 4b) . This flow feature is well-known and was observed and documented in this tunnel by other researchers [4] [5] [6] . To study the statistics of the turbulent spots, time periods with either large spatial (run B2) or large temporal (runs A8, A11, B4, B6, and B8) wave front fluctuations were extracted from wave front sequences; a total of 373 turbulentspot events were extracted from all runs. For each event, the event duration was determined and the probability distribution was computed (Fig. 5) . The average turbulent-spot duration was found to be about 1.42 ms. The shortest event was of 1.15 ms duration and the longest one was 1.8 ms; 75% of the durations were found to be between 1.3 and 1.5 ms. Later in this paper, it will be shown that this duration is consistent with the notion that these large turbulent spots originate near the nozzle throat, as suggested in [5] .
Time series during the turbulent spots for runs A8 and A11 were used to calculate the deflection angle spectrum, which is presented in Fig. 6 (red line). Comparison with the fully turbulent boundary-layer spectrum [23] , represented by a black thick line in Fig. 6 , indicated that the temporal statistics of turbulent spots is quite similar to a fully turbulent boundary layer. The turbulent-spot spectrum has a slightly larger optical energy in the high frequencies above 200 kHz and possibly lower energy between 20 and 40 kHz. Unfortunately, using less than 400 events precludes having a well-converged spectrum and additional measurements are required to obtain more events and to improve the accuracy of the spectrum calculation.
The comparison of the deflection-angle time series with the hot film sensor mounted on the bottom of the tunnel wall 0.19 m downstream of the measurement station revealed that this turbulent spot was present simultaneously on the bottom and both sides of the tunnel (Fig. 7) . It indicates that large turbulent spots may engulf the full tunnel circumference at the measurement location, an observation consistent with the conclusion drawn in [5] .
In [5] , the speeds of both the leading and the trailing edges of the turbulent spots were directly measured using a series of unsteady pressure sensors placed between 2.2 and 2.8 m from the nozzle throat. Note that the leading and trailing edges of the spot are the downstream and upstream edges, respectively. The leading-edge speed was found to be approximately 0.93U ∞ . Using this convective speed, the time delay for the leading edge of the turbulent spot to travel the distance of 0.19 m from the optical measurement location to the hot film location is 0.235 ms. The beginnings of the turbulent spots in Fig. 7 are marked by vertical dashed-dotted lines. The dotted lines are offset by this 0.235-ms delay, indicating when the turbulent spot should appear over the hot film sensor. In general, the agreement between the predicted and the actual beginning of the turbulent spot is good. In some cases, the spot arrived at the hot film slightly faster (Fig. 7c) or slightly later (Fig. 7d) . This variation in the arrival time may be because the leading edge of the turbulent spot is not fully axisymmetric, with some portions of it advanced or delayed; another possible explanation is slightly different convective speeds between the cases.
In Fig. 7 , the leading edges in both the deflection angle and in the hot-film time series are easily identifiable. Unlike the trailing edge in the deflection angle series, the trailing edge in the hot-film series does not have a sharp end. Turbulent spots have been found to have relatively distinct leading edges, but long tapered tails; see, for example, [34] , Fig. 3 or [13] , and Fig. 21 . It appears the WFS is not sensitive enough to catch the tail, in which the relatively weak disturbance is concentrated very close to the wall, where the hot film can discern it. Krishnan and Sandham [34] show that the tail's structure is elongated in the streamwise direction, which would not be detected by a streamwise arrangement of wave front measurement volumes, which are sensitive to streamwise density gradients.
The wave fronts over the full aperture were measured during run B2 and the spatial rms of the OPD, denoted OPD RMS T, were computed at different moments during the turbulent spots. A total of 31 turbulent-spot events were analyzed. The ensemble-averaged OPD RMS , normalized by the time-averaged OPD RMS of the fully turbulent boundary layer, are presented in Fig. 8 as a function of normalized time (wherein zero corresponds to the leading edge of the Fig. 6 Comparison between the deflection angle spectra for the fully turbulent boundary layer [23] and during the turbulent spot. Both spectra are normalized by the freestream density. turbulent spot and one corresponds to the trailing edge of the turbulent spot). Error bars denote standard deviations inside each ensemble. Optical distortions increase during the first 30% of the spot duration and reach a normalized value of 0.65. After that, the normalized value of OPD RMS starts decreasing, except for the sharp increase around the normalized time of 0.8, which will be discussed later. For the same freestream density, OPD RMS is proportional to the local boundary-layer thickness [18] , meaning that the turbulent spot reaches its maximum thickness of approximately 65% of the thickness of the fully turbulent boundary layer around the normalized time of 0.3 and monotonically decreases after that. Qualitatively, it agrees with the results of numerical simulations of the turbulent spot evolution at M 6, although the simulations were performed at earlier stages of the turbulent spot evolution [34] . On average, the turbulent spot is approximately half as thick as the turbulent boundary layer.
The deflection angles over the aperture for run B8 were spatially cross-correlated between the adjacent frames to compute the local convective speed of the turbulent structures, U C , of the different moments during the turbulent spot. Ensemble-averaged results for 12 turbulent-spot events, normalized by the freestream speed, are shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the normalized time relative to the leading edge during the turbulent-spot event. The convective speed of the structures inside the turbulent spot is approximately 0.95U ∞ during the first 40% of the turbulent spot duration and starts decreasing after that, reaching values of approximately 0.92U ∞ by the end of the turbulent spot.
The speed exhibits an unexpected sharp drop to 0.75U ∞ around the normalized time of 0.8, coinciding with the sudden increase in OPD RMS value, shown in Fig. 8 . Analysis of the convective speed calculated for all studied events revealed that the time of the speed drop is always correlated with the arrival of the trailing edge, and both the OPD RMS increase and the convective speed drop occur 0.284 ms before the passage of the trailing edge of the turbulent spot (Fig. 9  inset) . This anomalous behavior in the optical levels and the convective speeds can be explained by considering a turbulent spot moving within the axisymmetric tunnel. The turbulent spot is thicker than the surrounding laminar boundary layer, so the change in the displacement thickness between the laminar and the turbulent boundary layer will change the fluidic surface. If the relative speed between a spot's leading (or trailing) edge and the freestream flow is larger than the speed of sound, a moving Mach wave will appear; these waves have been observed in shadowgraph pictures of turbulent spots on a cone [35] . As the turbulent spot was found to be approximately axisymmetric [5] , the moving Mach wave is approximately conical, as schematically shown in Fig. 10a . The conical Mach wave is generated by the trailing edge, so it will also travel at the same speed as the trailing edge. Aero-optical distortions are the largest at the tip of the conical shock; when this region of the increased aero-optical distortions passes over the laser beam, overall aero-optical distortions will increase, as observed in Fig. 8 around the normalized time of 0.8. The inspection of the full-aperture wave front at the moment of the largest optical distortions shows evidence of the wedge-type wave front due to the tip of the conical Mach wave (representative wave front in Fig. 10, right) .
Knowing the time delay between the arrival at the measurement station of the tip of the conical wave and the trailing edge of the turbulent spot, the speed of the conical wave and, consequently, the speed of the trailing edge can be computed for a given tunnel diameter and the freestream speed. The angle of the moving conical wave, μ, denoted in Fig. 10a , is related to the relative speed between the freestream and the trailing edge speeds
The distance between the trailing edge and the tip of the wave, L, is L R tanμ, where R 0.1205 m is the tunnel radius. Finally, the time delay is related to this distance as T delay L∕U TE 0.284 ms. Solving all of these equations gives U TE ∕U ∞ 0.71 and μ 34.6 deg. This value of the speed for the trailing edge generally agrees with the value of U TE ∕U ∞ 0.67, obtained by analyzing the time traces of the unsteady wall pressures in this tunnel [5] . Table 2 is a summary of turbulent spot leading-edge and trailing-edge convective speeds reported by other research groups [36] [37] [38] [39] . Both experimental and computational results are included. This table is adapted from Table 2 in [11] with some additional details and new results since 2012. The speeds from Table 2 are also plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of M edge . As seen in Fig. 11 , the leading-edge convective speed is correlated to the edge Mach number-all tests with edge Mach numbers between 5 and 6 indicate a leading-edge convective speed between 89 and 96% of the freestream velocity, regardless of geometry or data source (experiment or computation). The range of measured trailing-edge convective speed is much larger and does not appear to be correlated to boundary-layer-edge Mach number (Fig. 11) .
Note that the convective speed of the turbulent structures near the end of the spot, as shown in Fig. 9 , is not necessarily the speed of the trailing edge of the spot, because the spot increases its length in time [5] . When the laser beam travels through both the faster-moving turbulent structure in the turbulent spot on the tunnel wall and the slower-moving tip of the conical shock (which moves at the speed of the trailing edge) in the middle of the tunnel, the wave front represents the integrated value of the aero-optical distortions. As a consequence, the resulting measured convective speed should be in between these speeds, which explains why the minimum optically detected speed in Fig. 9 is only 0.76 of the freestream speed.
As a final remark, as the speed of the leading edge is about 0.95 of the freestream speed, the relative speed is subsonic and, therefore, the leading edge does not generate the Mach wave. Knowing that the leading and trailing edges of the turbulent stop move at different speeds (0.95 and 0.71 times the freestream speed, respectively), traveling times from the throat through the nozzle to the measurement station can be calculated (Fig. 12) . The difference between the two arrival times at the measurement station was found to be approximately 1 ms. This corresponds to the lower bound of the time duration of the turbulent spot, as the turbulent spot moves at slower relative speeds of 0.9 for the leading edge and 0.6 for the trailing edge at smaller Reynolds numbers (or, equivalently, closer to the nozzle throat). These relative values of the convective speeds give an upper bound of the turbulent-spot duration of 1.4 ms. These estimated values of the turbulent spot duration are very close to the experimentally observed ones in Fig. 5 , further indicating that the turbulent spot originates in the tunnel throat and eventually engulfs the whole nozzle circumference by the time it reaches the measurement station 1.9 meters downstream of the nozzle throat.
B. Transitional Second Mode
Another transitional event observed in the laminar boundary layer at high Reynolds numbers is shown in Fig. 4d , with additional deflection-angle time traces shown in Fig. 13 . These events correspond to a narrowband wave packet, fundamentally different than the turbulent spots discussed previously. Analysis of the time series has shown that the duration of the single mode is typically between 0.1 and 0.2 ms, or 12-25δ∕U ∞ . Occasionally, several events appear to combine, resulting in a longer time series. See, for example, the topmost time series in Fig. 13 . These events are more spatially localized than the turbulent spots, indicating that the source of origin of the wave packets most probably is located shortly upstream of the measurement station.
Several narrowband structures were observed in each run. As the duration of the recorded data was about 1 s, while each structure was present for only a fraction of a millisecond, the probability of this structure occurring over the window is less than 0.1%. Consequently, the probability of these structures to simultaneously appear over both window inserts is less than one-millionth and can be ignored.
Deflection-angle spectra computed for several of these events are shown in Fig. 14, along with the laminar-boundary-layer spectrum for comparison. These narrowband events were found to have a range of frequencies between 65 and 80 kHz, corresponding to the second (Mack) mode with the frequency of 0.5U ∞ ∕δ ∼ 70 kHz [5, 31] , indicated as a dashed line in Fig. 14. Runs A8, B4, and B6 were used to compute the convective speed of the second-mode events using the correlation-based method outlined previously. An example of one event's delayed arrival at each spatial point in the aperture is shown in Fig. 15a . A linear fit through the points gives a corresponding convective speed of 785 15 m∕s. Analysis of 17 second-mode events for 0.4-mm step (runs A8 and B6), with the distribution shown in light blue in Fig. 15b , allows an estimated convective speed of U C 756 8 m∕s (90% confidence) or U C ∕U ∞ 0.87 0.01. Only four events were found along the centerline with no step (run B4), with the distribution in dark blue in Fig. 15b . Along the centerline, an estimated convective speed was U C 782 32 m∕s (90% confidence) or U C ∕U ∞ 0.90 0.04. Using these convective speeds, the average wavelength of the second mode was found to be 10.4 mm or 1.86δ.
Knowing the spatial wavelength of the second mode, a conditional search for all wave front spatial-temporal sequences corresponding to this spatial wavelength was performed for run A2. This run was selected because the wave fronts were sampled over the largest aperture, ∼6δ. When an event was detected over the aperture for several sequential frames, an instantaneous frozen field hypothesis was used to "stitch" the wave fronts into a pseudospatial "snapshot" of the narrowband structure [40] . Briefly, in the stitching method, the first wave front is fixed and the next wave front is spatially shifted Fig. 10 a) Schematic of a moving axisymmetric turbulent spot and its attached conical Mach wave, generated by a mismatch between the displacement thicknesses. b) A representative wave front, corresponding to the increase in aero-optical distortions in Fig. 8 . A wedge-type structure, corresponding to the tip of the conical wave, is clearly seen. The dashed lined indicates the expected boundary of the conical wave. until the correlation in the overlap region is maximized. The resulting shifted wave fronts are combined to create a larger wave front. The third wave front is added by shifting it relative to the second and the process is repeated until all wave fronts are properly combined.
From the average distance of the spatial shift between consecutive wave fronts, an average convective speed was also computed. Several examples of the spatially reconstructed second-mode structures with the corresponding convective speeds are shown in Fig. 16 . The average convective speeds were found to be between 0.9 and 0.95 of the freestream speed, consistent with no-step measurements presented in Fig. 15 . Note that the overall amount of aero-optical distortions during these events is fairly small, between −0.03 and 0.03 μm; nevertheless, the optical setup was sensitive enough to detect these structures. No controlled disturbances were introduced into the boundary layer-these are naturally occurring wave packets. All these extracted structures show the presence of a streamwiseperiodic pattern with a spanwise size of approximately 2-3δ and streamwise extent between 30 and 60δ. The streamwise wavelength was found to be between 1.8 and 2.1δ, consistent with the estimates presented earlier. The convective speeds are similar to the ones discussed in Fig. 15 .
In most cases, the structure is not significantly distorted nor modestly tilted in the spanwise direction; qualitatively they resemble the early stages of naturally occurring narrowband wave packets, observed in the cited computations and other measurements in [5] . But in the bottom two examples, the structure shows the presence of the oblique disturbances, or "wings," on both spanwise sides of the structure. These wings exhibit an unusual "reverse bow" behavior, as they lead the main body of the structure (the "head"). This shape differs from the results of Casper et al.'s [5] studies in this tunnel using the series of streamwise/spanwise-arranged unsteady pressure sensors, where it was found that the head of the second-mode structure lead the wings in bow-like fashion. The exact reasons of this discrepancy are currently under investigation; however, there are a few noteworthy differences from the previous work. In [5, 41] , all measurements were performed at lower stagnation pressures (below 157 psi), whereas in the current investigation, the stagnation pressure was 170-175 psi (just below the tunnel's maximum quiet pressure at the time). It seems unlikely that this ∼15% difference in Reynolds number would change the wave packet structure so significantly. As discussed previously, the chances that these disturbances would appear independently on opposite sides of the tunnel are very low. However, it is possible that two adjacent wave packets would develop in tandem and the reverse bow structure is observed at their shared border. Also, the structures could be affected by the varying step height upstream of the window insert. The wave front amplitudes were comparable with the sensitivity of the WFS, making them hard to extract. Casper et al. observed the bow-shaped pressure footprint when controlled disturbances were introduced by a glow discharge (Fig. 16 in [5] ); naturally occurring fluctuations were essentially 2-D (Fig. 10 in [5] ). Sivasubramanian and Fasel [7] commented that the visibility of oblique structures they observed were "strongly dependent upon the chosen contour level." Perhaps the absence of bow-shaped structures in these results is simply due to their small amplitude in an unforced boundary layer. Furthermore, we were looking for a specific periodic spatial pattern to extract the structures, so it is possible that we found only a particular subset of the structures or only saw the part of the structure that satisfied the search pattern. Nevertheless, numerical simulations by Sivasubramanian and Fasel [7] of transitional second-mode structures on a cone at Mach 6 are qualitatively similar to what was observed in Fig. 16 .
V. Conclusions
Direct measurements of aero-optical disturbances imposed by naturally occurring transitional structures in a Mach-6 laminar boundary layer were performed in the Boeing/AFOSR Mach-6 Quiet Tunnel at Purdue University. These transitional structures were observed only at high stagnation pressures, above 150 psi, corresponding to Reynolds numbers greater than 11.5 M∕m. Two types of transitional structures were nonintrusively studied: turbulent spots (or bursts) and second-mode instability waves. For turbulent spots, analysis of the aero-optical data gave a statistical distribution of the spot durations; the mean value was found to about 1.4 ms, placing the origin of the turbulent spot in the nozzle throat. The spots engulfed the full test section at the measurement location, with both the leading and the trailing edges being approximately axisymmetric. The ensemble-averaged aero-optical spectrum revealed that the boundary layer inside the turbulent spot resembles the fully turbulent boundary layer. Detailed measurements of aero-optical distortions during the turbulent spot event show that the boundary layer is about 50% of the thickness of the fully turbulent boundary layer. It is the thickest in the beginning of the spot and decreases toward its end. By performing cross-correlations between wave fronts, the convective speeds of turbulent structures inside the spot were also determined; they had a GORDEYEV AND JULIANO largest speed of 0.95-0.97U ∞ in the beginning of the spot, with a gradual decrease to 0.92U ∞ by the end of it.
The optical distortions created by a conical Mach wave, generated by the moving trailing edge of the turbulent spot, were observed. Based on the direct measurements of the location of the conicalshock tip relative to the trailing edge, the speed of the trailing edge of the turbulent spot was found to be 0.7U ∞ .
The second type of the observed transitional structures is suspected to be second-mode-instability wave packets. They are characterized by a predominant narrowband frequency of 65-80 kHz, which agrees with the theoretically predicted frequency of 0.5U ∞ ∕δ. The convective speeds were directly measured by cross-correlating aerooptical distortions, with the mean speed of 0.9U ∞ ; the average spatial wavelength was found to be 1.86δ. To study the streamwise/spanwise topology of the structures, sequential wave fronts were stitched together, using the convective frozen field assumption. The structures were found to be fairly narrow, about 2-3δ in the spanwise direction, while extending for 30-60δ in the streamwise direction. Most of them were fairly uniform in the spanwise direction, consistent with the studies by other researchers. An unusual reverse bow pattern was observed in two of them, when the wings of the structure were found to advance relative to the main structure body. Additional measurements should be performed to collect more data and address the origin of the unusual structures.
Overall, direct nonintrusive aero-optical measurements were undoubtedly found to provide very useful information about the transitional structures in the hypersonic laminar boundary layer. We believe it was the first time the aero-optical environment of transitional structures in the wall-normal direction was experimentally studied. Combined with other wall-mounted instruments, it gives important complementary information about the spatialtemporal evolution of the density field inside these structures.
